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The Idea

Original Motion New Path



Outline

?What
?Why
?How
?Some Details
?Examples



What is Path Editing?

Factor Motion into
Path And Detail

Edit Path as Needed
(use curve editing tools)

Apply Detail to 
new Path



Why Edit Paths?
(because previous work can’t do it)

?Can’t Capture All Possibilities
?Can’t Synthesize All Styles
?Can’t Simulate Complex Motions
?Current Editing Tools Don’t Apply

?Need tools for sculpting motion
INTERACTIVELY!

?Need easier to implement tools!



Why not Motion Warping?

? Preserve detail when making large-scale 
changes

? Does not consider coupling of orientation 
to position

? Does not consider arc-length 
parameterizations or rate controls

Motion Warping (Popovic & Witkin ’95) a.k.a. Motion 
Displacement Mapping (Bruderlin & Williams ’95)

Motion Warping (Popovic & Witkin ’95) a.k.a. Motion 
Displacement Mapping (Bruderlin & Williams ’95)

Path Editing is a special purpose variant of 
Motion Warping!
Path Editing is a special purpose variant of 
Motion Warping!



Why not Constraint-Based Editing?

?Enforce geometric details during edits
?Has not considered large scale control 

of direction
?Hard to implement well

Constraint-Based Approaches (Gleicher ’97, 
Popovic&Witkin ’99, Lee&Shin ’99, Shin Lee Gleicher&Shin ’01) 

Constraint-Based Approaches (Gleicher ’97, 
Popovic&Witkin ’99, Lee&Shin ’99, Shin Lee Gleicher&Shin ’01) 

Motion Path Editing optionally uses constraints 
to clean up problems.
Motion Path Editing optionally uses constraints 
to clean up problems.



How to Edit a Path

?Determine what the path is
?Easy to manipulate, conceptual 

representation

?Factor motion into path and detail
?Edit the path
?Put path and detail back together
?Clean up the details



What is a Path?

?An abstraction of the motion
?How would you describe it?
?Non-exact (straight isn’t exactly a line)

?Open to interpretation
?Drunk walking in a straight line?
?Walking on a slalom course?



Orientations

?Store orientation relative to path
?Forward is important
?Eastward is less-important

?Use forward facing frame
?not Frenet Frame
?Down is Down (gravity is absolute)

?No banking

?Path is a moving co-ordinate system



Path Editing is just…
A Moving Tile on the Floor

?Path is a moving floor tile
?Character moves in place
?Small movements, relative to tile



Path Mathematics…

?The “Floor Tile” is a moving 
coordinate system

?Multiply by the inverse to put 
character into coordinate system

P(t) R(t)P(t) R(t)
position orientation

R0
-1(t) P0

-1(t) [character]R0
-1(t) P0

-1(t) [character]

Inverse of P(t)R(t)



Wait! Isn’t this just…

?Place some extra transformations 
above the character’s root

P(t) R(t) R0
-1(t) P0

-1(t) [character]P(t) R(t) R0
-1(t) P0

-1(t) [character]

New path
Coordinate

System

Inverse of 
old path 

Coordinate 
System

Details of 
motion 

unchanged



In Practice…
? Fit “smooth” spline 

? Uniform, cubic B-Splines
? Least-Squares Fit
? Sample initial inverses

? Pick representation for ease of 
manipulability
? Move control points
? Direct manipulation by least-squares

? Doesn’t always get a good path



The Importance of Timing

?Path is temporal AND geometric
?Timing may not match 

parameterization



Closest-point 
Parameterization



Details:
Arc-Length Parametrization

?Time is fixed (not resampling)
?Can’t generate new steps!

?Stretching path may not make sense
?Keep arc-length the same
? (or change it explicitly)



Details of Motions:
Constraints
? Edits do not preserve geometric 

constraints
? Foot skate!

? Clean up constraints
? Pick one place per footplant
? Spacetime solve
? IK on each frame, then filter



Variants

?Path Editing
?Add Arc-length Re-parameterization
?Add Constraints

?Basic versions are easier
?Better versions are worthwhile



Examples
?Runs in real time
?Could show on laptop 
?but no 3D acceleration

? Integrated with other tools
?Retargeting
?Constraint-Editing

?Path Sketching
?Need methods for looping



Summary
?Edit overall path without changing 

details
?Pretty easy to do
?Advanced variants trickier
?Build upon standard pieces

?Even more useful when coupled with 
looping and generation
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